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Federal Agency Confirms University of Wisconsin is Target 

of 'Open Case'; Watchdog Group Says Primate Escapes,  
Deaths & Injuries Have Launched Prosecution 
  
MADISON, WI – The University of Wisconsin, Madison is the target of an "Open Case" by the 
federal oversight agency that enforces the Animal Welfare Act laws, according to a source 
within the government, reports a national research watchdog group today. 
  
The source works within the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, which is the only government agency 
which can enforce the laws that regulate laboratories. 
  
SAEN said federal reports document that dozens of primates have escaped, and primates have 
been negligently and illegally injured and killed at the University of Wisconsin, Madison 
(UW).  Other animals have also been killed or injured in UW labs, said SAEN. 
  
SAEN said USDA inspections from 2014 - 2016 have documented the animal deaths, injuries and 
escapes at the UW.   The University of Wisconsin was last fined $35,286 by the USDA in 2014 
for violations which occurred 2009 - 2012. 
  
"USDA action against the University of Wisconsin is long overdue," said Michael A. Budkie, 
A.H.T., co-founder SAEN (Stop Animal Exploitation NOW).  SAEN, which monitors U.S. research 
facilities, has filed multiple Official Complaints with the USDA after mining information on 
animal deaths and injuries from federal records obtained via FOIA. 
  
"A $35,286 fine was not sufficient to make the UW follow federal regulations," added 
Budkie.  "It is time for an entirely new level of penalty against this recalcitrant lab," he added, 
noting that SAEN has repeatedly called for the maximum penalty for UW because of the chronic 
nature of the violations. 
  
And, major USDA penalties are not without precedent in USDA Enforcement Actions.  As 
recently as May of 2016, another long term offender -- Santa Cruz Biotech -- was fined $3.5 
million, as well as surrendering its research facility registration in conjunction with termination 
of its license as an animal dealer.   The University of Alaska paid a $127,100 USDA fine in 2014. 
  
All federal inspection reports and USDA complaints are available upon request. 
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